Pitch spaces such as the circle of fifths model change through time in a composition, recording, or improvisation. Metric spaces theorized over the past twenty years do the same for changes (notated or not) in meter. Trajectories in either space and their potentially reinforcing or conflicting relationships contribute to deeper interpretations of musical form. None of the metric spaces proposed to date is well suited to Afrodiasporic popular musics, which characteristically tend to pose regularly uneven metric foregrounds against rigid and recursively even metric backgrounds. This article introduces a new metric space specifically applicable to such repertoires. The article opens with a brief review of existing metric spaces. Part 1 is an exploratory metric analysis of Afro-Brazilian guitarist Baden Powell's 1967 recording of "Canto de Xangô," which motivates the theoretical developments of part 2. Part 3 is a short analysis of his 1963 recording of "Sorongaio" that demonstrates both how hemiolic metric space can newly be analyzed in pure-duple environments and how this metric space can be isomorphic with pitch space.
Led by the pathbreaking work of Yeston (1976) and Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983) , metric theory has advanced significantly over the past forty years. For meter analysts, one promising line of work has been the theorization of metric spaces. Like the circle of fifths, Cube Dance, and other familiar pitch spaces, metric spaces relate objects (i.e., meters) by distances. 1 Perceived changes of meter (notated or not) in a phrase, part, or piece inscribe closer and more remote paths in metric spaces, and such paths may be compared to those of other phrases, parts, or pieces or to those in corresponding pitch spaces. With analogous analytic models, pitch and time can equally inform sustained engagements with a work or recording, and this parity stimulates a host of new analytic questions. Do the A and B of a mazurka, for example, follow the same, similar, or different paths in metric space? Do different formal sections of a piece activate different areas of metric space? Do remote metric changes accompany remote key changes? Are the metric and pitch 2 I do not mean to imply that this list is exhaustive. The list merely represents the scope of my repertory knowledge.
3 I see this as related to how Treece (2013: 46) characterizes the perennial allure of Brazilian bossa nova: "For all that the reputation of bossa nova has suffered in the past through its associations with notions of lightweight 'easy listening' or muzak, it is remarkable that this music continues to attract and fascinate new generations of listeners half a century on. I am convinced that this fascination derives from the fact that bossa nova is a profoundly hybrid approach to making and performing songs, combining the two major civilizational dimensions of Brazil's historical formation: on the one hand, ancient African-derived traditions of music-making (involving circular, reiterative, 'modal' themes, interlocking and overlapping patterns of rhythmic and verbal duration); and, on the other, the 'modern' European concepts of harmonic and tonal progression and modulation."
4 For an analysis of a typical rhythmic division of labor in Afro-diasporic music, see Gerstin 2017: 41. space paths of a sonata's first theme isomorphic? Metric spaces allow analysts to better perceive, formulate, and answer such questions, leading to deeper interpretations of form and narrative in music.
Three spaces have been proposed for isochronous meters (I meters), those that can be modeled in principle by conventional meter signatures. Cohn's (2001) ski-hill graphs contain meters that share a constant span; distance is measured in units of hemiola. London's (2012) Zeitnetz is a subgraph of Cohn's ski hill that eliminates pulses too fast or too slow to be entrained. Murphy (2009) introduces a space occupied by meters that share a common number of pulse levels, together with at least one common level, such as the tactus or the downbeat. Gotham (2015) expands the objects that can occupy metric space to include nonisochronous meters (NI meters), rhythmic cycles that mix spans of two sizes, such as.. Although rhythmic cycles do not fit a strict definition of pulse, Gotham, following London (2012) , treats them as regular and even enough to participate in meters. While expanding metric space in one dimension by admitting a greater variety of pulse-like phenomena, he simultaneously contracts it in another: his meters permit only two pulse levels and thus cannot account for the deep meters that inhabit the isochronous spaces of Cohn, London, and Murphy. Each of these spaces is suitable to the repertories that stimulated their theorization: London's to common-practice repertory; Cohn's and Murphy's to later nineteenth-century works, especially those by Schumann, Dvořák, and Brahms; and Gotham's to concert music composed in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Yet each has a limited capacity to analyze Afro-diasporic popular music (ADPM) in the Americas. I understand this category to include many Brazilian musics, such as samba and choro, as well as various tonal jazz (American, Latin, Brazilian, Afro), ragtime, blues, rock, funk, Cuban, and Caribbean popular musics. 2 ADPM combines musical logics inherited from Western and African traditions. 3 On the one hand, the harmony and phrase structure of cyclic song/dance forms activate and maintain deep I metric backgrounds. Like various African dance-drumming traditions, on the other hand, different performers in an ensemble (or the same performer at different times) play with nonredundant rhythmic surfaces that suggest various and contrasting I meters and NI meters. 4 5 For example, in order-relation metric space, minimal meter 23 connects to 232 and 233 by the first relation; 23 meters a 5-span while 232 and 233 meter 7-and 8-spans, respectively.
6 Although I contextualize the theoretical developments of this article in this way, I initially developed my model as an extension of Cohn's to incorporate London's work on NI meters-that is, prior to having read Gotham's insightful work.
7 In other words, my model of metric space is "backward compatible" with Cohn's in the sense that it can produce the same analyses in the same terms.
8 To abbreviate, I use first rather than last names to respect a norm among Brazilian musicians. Although ADPM combines properties of Western and African music, its analyses tend to lean on metric theory borrowed from one or the other. For example, Biamonte (2014) and Love (2013) have analyzed rock and jazz, respectively, by referring to work that at its core descends from contemplation of the Western canon, while, for a contrasting example, Brazilian scholars Sandroni (2012) and Vicente (2012) have analyzed Afro-Brazilian samba and jazz, respectively, leaning heavily on Africanist work, especially that of Arom (1989 Arom ( , 1991 .
Cohn's hemiolic space captures two essential attributes of ADPMmetric depth and the hemiola relation of meters having common unit and span pulses-but his model does not admit nonisochronous pulses (NI pulses). Oppositely, Gotham's spaces recognize a rich array of NI meter relations, but only among shallow, two-pulse minimal meters that are mostly of different spans. 5 Murphy's spaces concern neither hemiola nor nonisochrony. The special nature of meter in ADPM calls for a combination of features from Cohn's and Gotham's spaces. 6 In this article I theorize an expanded hemiolic metric space specifically designed for the analysis of Afro-diasporic music in the Americas but more generally applicable to any cyclical music, especially those that involve both isochrony and nonisochrony. 7 A metric space in this new model connects all distinct I and NI meters that share unit and span pulses-that is, that relate by hemiola. Because I use Cohn's hemiolic metric space as a point of departure for my own, part 1 reviews and demonstrates his model in a short, exploratory analysis of Afro-Brazilian guitarist composer Baden Powell's 1967 recording of "Canto de Xangô," which meters a familiar 12-span in various ways. Part 1 ends by showing why (musically) and how (formally) Cohn's model should be expanded to allow for nonisochrony. Part 2 is a formal reconstruction of Cohn's model upon a revised definitional base. The article closes in part 3 with an analytic sketch of Baden's 1963 recording of "Sorongaio," which moves among various meterings of 16-and 32-spans. 8 There I show how Baden traces isomorphic paths in metric and harmonic space across formal sections.
Part 1
Cohn's hemiolic metric space Cohn (forthcoming) defines a meter as a set of pulses and a pulse as a set of time points. 9 He narrows this definition by three constraints to better reflect 10 This distance is notional because our sense of timing, no matter how refined, is always inherently elastic. Imprecision is what makes us human. See discourses surrounding "expressive timing" or "expressive variation," as in Repp 1998. 11 For another view of meter involving a mix of pulse inclusion and noninclusion, see David Locke's (2009 Locke's ( , 2010 Locke's ( , 2011 theory of the "metric matrix," developed in response to the music of the Ewe ethnic group of West Africa.
12 Moonhyuk Chung (2008) takes a similar approach. His generalized interval system of semimeters represents pulses by their beat cardinality vis-à-vis a fixed, common time span, what he terms the "measure." the observed tendencies of the (usual) target Western art music repertory: isochrony, duple and triple minimal meters, and inclusion. Isochrony requires that successive time points of a pulse be separated by a notionally constant distance called the period. 10 In Cohn's model, unlike Gotham's, periods of speed-adjacent pulses relate integrally by 2 or 3. The former are duple minimal meters, and the latter are triple. For example, the set of pulses {q. h.} is a duple minimal meter because the period of q. is twice as fast as that of h. The inclusion constraint requires that any time point of a slower-moving pulse must also be a time point of a faster-moving pulse. Inclusion is recursive and ensures the familiar aligned and hierarchic event structure of meter. 11 Cohn represents pulses using duration symbols and orders them from slowest to fastest. He converts duration symbols to numbers that measure a pulse's period, with 1 designating the fastest unit pulse. It will serve my purposes to order the pulses from fastest to slowest and to use numbers to count the time points that fill a span, with 1 designating the slowest span pulse. 12 Thus, given a conventional bar of 12/8 meter in Figure 1 the size of each pulse's period in terms of e units. In the work presented here, the same pulse set is ordered as {e q. h. w.}, and the numerical conversion is (12, 4, 2, 1), with each number representing the number of time points needed to fill the w. span.
Cohn also represents meters as distinct paths from unit to span pulses in a ski-hill graph. Figure 2 draws the same ski hill three times: on the left (A) with duration symbols, in the middle (B) with Cohn's numeric conversions, and on the right (C) with my own. Ski hills are not metric spaces, as they do not define distance relations among meters. Rather, they graph the pulses (nodes) of all possible I meters per a given unit pulse cardinality. The vertices are the divisors of that unit cardinality, and the edges connect divisors x and y (x > y) if x = 2y or x = 3y. Each distinct minimal path that connects the unit pulse to the span pulse represents a distinct meter. In Figure 2 , the unit cardinality 12 has three meters represented by the three paths (left, middle, right) from 12 to 1.
Cohn visualizes ski hills as two-dimensional lattices, where pulses of duple minimal meters connect along the northeast-southwest axis and those of triple minimal meters connect along the northwest-southeast axis. This visualization, although intuitively appealing, is only a preference. Any jumble of the same pulse nodes would convey the same information as long as the edge connections among pulses were the same.
Cohn's hemiolic metric spaces derive from his ski-hill graphs. Compare Figures 2C and 3 . Each distinct meter path in a ski hill ( Figure 2C ) is mapped to a unique node in a metric space ( Figure 3 ), and edges connect those meters that differ by one pulse. In Cohn's generalization of hemiola, degree of pulse substitution between meters is their degree of hemiola. Edges in Figure 3 represent a single degree of hemiola. (12, 4, 2, 1) is adjacent to (12, 6, 2, 1) because the two meters share all but their second-fastest pulse, 4 in the former and 6 in the latter. (12, 6, 2, 1) is adjacent to (12, 6, 3, 1). (12, 6, 3, 1) and (12, 4, 2, 1) are nonadjacent because their interior two pulses differ. 14 That said, the free-form improvisation is only four bars shorter than two repetitions of the verse and two repetitions of the chorus, giving the impression of having followed the form. Example 1 transcribes the last four measures of Baden's guitar part from the chorus, which includes a two-bar retransition to the verse. The "1:52" to the left of m. 1 is a time stamp indexing the transcription to the recording. I follow this convention throughout the article. The smaller note heads on the staff indicate ghost notes. These are not harmonically significant but, rather, incidental to a timbral intention that involves a lessening of fretting-hand pressure at specific moments in a repeating plucking-hand pattern.
In mm. 1-2 Baden's part suggests the meter {e q. h. w.}, or (12, 4, 2, 1) in numeric representation. (The hierarchy of duration symbols above the staff aligns pulses with the music.) Pulses are induced by a variety of means: e by onsets, q. by block-chord treble onsets, h. by bar-to-bar chord changes, Figure 3 and w. by the cycle length of Alfredo's underlying ostinato. This is the left path of Figure 2C .
While it is possible to conserve meter (12, 4, 2, 1) across the contrasting retransition texture in mm. 3-4, 15 these measures more readily suggest the meter {e q h. w.}, or (12, 6, 2, 1). The bassline arpeggio E3-B3-E4 of tonic in m. 3 and the octave E3-E4 melodic inflection points of m. 4 prominently suggest a new q pulse substituting the prior q. pulse. (The "6" in boldface above m. 3 indicates that pulse 6 is the only difference between this new meter and the previous one, which had pulse 4.) Onsets between bass and treble in mm. 3-4 continue to suggest an e unit pulse; parallel returns to E3 suggest a h. pulse; and Alfredo's unwavering ostinato continues to suggest the w. span pulse. This is the middle path of Figure 2C .
Example 2 transcribes the ten measures following the midpoint of Baden's solo. On paper, mm. 1-4 of Example 2 might appear to be multistable to both (12, 4, 2, 1) and (12, 6, 2, 1). In practice, however, I find the latter easier to hear. As Baden rests on the quickly decaying G4 in m. 1, the slap tones of Alfredo's atabaque ostinato pop out to the foreground, destabilizing (12, 4, 2, 1). My ear latches on to the q pulse suggested by the slap tones and propagates it forward against Baden's part over the rest of Example 2 with ease. In mm. 1-4 this q pulse participates in the meter (12, 6, 2, 1), where harmonic change suggests a h. pulse and parallel returns to G4 suggest the w. span pulse.
The ascending quarter-note arpeggio of m. 5 suggests that another cycle of (12, 6, 2, 1) is under way, but such an interpretation receives little support going forward. Instead, the more stable E minor chord tone B4s surrounding the less stable neighbor tone A4 (downbeat of m. 6) suggest a new h pulse substituting for the previous h. pulse. Meter (12, 6, 3, 1) emerges as a possibility, which is strongly confirmed in what follows. The interonset intervals (IOIs) of the repeating three-note motive B4-D5-B4 across mm. 7-10 suggest e and q pulses, and repetitions of the motive confirm a h pulse. The cycle length of Alfredo's ostinato continues to project the w. span pulse. This is the right path of Figure 2C .
Examples 1 and 2 exhaust the I meters available in a 12-unit span. In the next section, I show that the verse could also associate with a particular region of 12-span metric space, if only that space were expanded to include NI meter.
Expanding hemiolic metric space to include NI meters
Example 3 transcribes the short lead-in and repeating core of the verse. The lead-in strongly suggests (12, 4, 2, 1). Onsets suggest the e unit pulse. An iambic interpretation of the prevalent q e figure in and between bass and treble suggests the q. pulse. Implicit harmonic change, such as from m. 3 to m. 4, suggests a h. pulse, and harmonic return suggests the w. span pulse.
Parallel to m. 3, m. 7 appears to initiate another cycle of meter (12, 4, 2, 1). However, the impression quickly fades as the q. pulse proves unstable. Although q. is maintained in the odd-numbered measures through the iambic accompaniment, the contour and pitch structure of the even-numbered measures (except for m. 12) project q instead. This suggests perhaps reducing the span from 12 to 6 and hearing a series of simple hemiolas between I meters (6, 2, 1) and (6, 3, 1). There are nonetheless several motivations for maintaining a 12-span meter. Alfredo's ever-present ostinato continues to suggest the salient w. pulse. Moreover, maintaining a constant 12-span facilitates comparisons across the formal sections of "Canto de Xangô." A switch to 6-span space in Example 3 will obscure the verse meter's relationship to the 12-span meters of the chorus and solo. The only way to put the meter of the verse into 12-span metric space is to allow for an NI meter.
In a 12-span the alternating isochronous pulses (I pulses) q. and q merge into a five-time-point nonisochronous q. q.rhythm. Although this rhythm violates the isochrony constraint, it can be considered to participate in a meter, since its time points are included in the faster e pulse and include the slower h. pulse as indicated by the hierarchic alignment of time points above mm. 7-8 in Example 4. This suggests that it be provisionally interpreted within the 12-span as a five-unit NI pulse. Although (12, 5, 2, 1) is not 16 Authors have uniformly abbreviated maximally even with ME. I use MaxE to distinguish the abbreviation of maximally even from the abbreviation of minimally even. strictly a meter, it does relate to (12, 4, 2, 1) in a way that resembles hemiola. In Cohn's model, two meters relate by hemiola when one meter substitutes a single interior pulse of another meter. From (12, 4, 2, 1) to a hypothetical (12, 5, 2, 1), interior NI pulse 5 substitutes I pulse 4, while pulses 12, 2, and 1 remain fixed. However, (12, 5, 2, 1) can exist in 12-span hemiolic metric space only if it is a well-defined meter, and (12, 5, 2, 1) can be a well-defined meter only if it includes well-defined pulses. A good place to begin thinking about how to expand Cohn's model for nonisochrony, then, is to ask whether and how pulse 5 should be considered a proper pulse.
NI pulse constraints
Pulses are sets of time points. Cohn constrains this definition with isochrony. To allow for nonisochrony, this constraint is undone. But what goes in its stead? There must be a constraint of some kind, lest the distinction between rhythm and pulse dissolve. Ideally, the constraint should be concise and robust. Whereas other metric theorists constrain nonisochrony in their definition of pulse, here I suggest that it is more efficient to constrain minimal meter instead. London (2012) replaces an isochrony constraint with a well-formedness constraint for pulse based on the principle of maximal evenness, which refers to as-even-as-possible distributions. Although native to the field of scale theory in work by Clough and Douthett (1991) , maximal evenness has since been widely adopted into discourses of rhythm and meter (see, e.g., Butler 2006; Cohn 2016; Demaine et al. 2009; Murphy 2016; Rahn 1996; Toussaint 2013) . London (2012: 131-32) proposes that maximal evenness simulates isochrony by optimizing the listener's or performer's allocations of attentional energy across a cyclic time span. For London, pulses are well formed if the distances between their time points are 2 and/or 3 units long and the distribution of 2s and/or 3s is maximally even (MaxE). 16 According to this criterion, the rhythm from Example 4, 33222, is not well formed. Murphy (2016) expands nonisochrony by considering minimally even pulses (MinE) to be well formed on the grounds that a MinE distribution minimizes the number of times listeners or performers will have to revise their expectations for the continuity of a particular distance size between time points. With the distribution 33222, for example, one's expectations for continuity are revised initially as the 3s yield to the 2s and again as the 2s yield to the 3s of a new cycle. By contrast, a MaxE pulse 5 like 22323 requires four revisions. Murphy's proposal considers both 33222 and 22323 as well-formed 5 pulses; the former satisfies the MinE condition, while the latter satisfies the MaxE condition.
17 Alfredo's ostinato is a variation of the so-called standard pattern well known from discourses surrounding Ewe and Yoruba musical practice. Agawu 2006 offers a comprehensive summary of these discourses. Alfredo's osti-nato is almost certainly knowingly borrowed from Candomblé musical practice, which in turn descends from older Yoruba practices.
However, this expanded definition of pulse will not admit the secondslowest pulse suggested by Alfredo's atabaque ostinato, transcribed in Example 5. Note heads below the staff line are low-pitched, open tones, and those above are high-pitched slap tones. An iambic interpretation of onsets suggests the.. NI pulse 5, which satisfies the MaxE condition. 17 An iambic interpretation of the low tones as well as a preference to hear the "calling" low-high-high pattern (first three quarter notes of m. 1) parallel to the "responding" low-high pattern (middle two notated quarter notes of m. 2) suggest an NI pulse 2 whose distances between time points are 7 and 5 in terms of the unit pulse.
Despite the salience of the NI pulse 2 vis-à-vis the ostinato, it does not qualify as a well-formed pulse according to the expanded definition. 7 and 5 are neither 2s and 3s nor multiples thereof. This suggests that the definition be further expanded, but it is not clear how. One possibility is to admit rhythms that are "rhythmically odd," "+1/−1 half-measures" as defined by Arom (1989) and later discussed by London (2012) . This would allow for NI pulse 2s with distance distributions like 5-3 in an 8-span, 7-5 in a 12-span, 9-7 in a 16-span, and so on. But this introduces new complications, admitting multiples of +1/−1 half measures, such as 10-6 in a 16-span, on the basis that it doubles the 5-3 half-measure pulse from an 8-span. To avoid such ad hoc complications, part 2 of this article introduces a different approach by constraining minimal meter rather than pulse.
Part 2
The following presentation first defines which I and NI meters are possible for a given unit cardinality using a graph adapted from Cohn's ski hill. It then defines hemiola as a distance relation between two meters, indicates how this distance metric shapes the possible meters of a unit cardinality into a metric space, and demonstrates how NI metric order is represented in the model. 18 The d notation pays homage to the work of John Clough and Jack Douthett on iterated (higher-order) maximally even sets, which influenced my model of meter. With second-order maximal evenness, Clough and Douthett (1991) establish that, although consonant triads are not maximally even with respect to the chromatic, they are maximally even with respect to the diatonic scale, which in turn is maximally even with respect to the chromatic. Second-or nthorder maximal evenness treats each successively derived MaxE set (a "diatonic") as if it were perfectly even (a "chromatic"), in other words, as analogous to the original chromatic, allowing the derivation of further diatonics, where the terms diatonic and chromatic in this case do not necessarily imply 7s and 12s. To deal with nth-order MaxE sets, Douthett (2008) labels the originary chromatic d 0 and each successive diatonic as d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n .
19 This is London's (2012: 128) well-formedness constraint 4.1.2. It is necessary to constrain the unit pulse in this way because, as the unit pulse is not in minimal meter with another faster-moving pulse, it cannot be constrained by the minimal meter relation.
20 My representation (a, b) of minimal meter recalls Gotham's (2015) meter vector but was developed independently for a different purpose.
Meter and d 0 -graphs I define pulse d as a set of time points, d 0 as a unit pulse, and d k as a span pulse. 18 The distances between the time points of d 0 either are notionally isochronous or are of two sizes, short and long, where the short must be greater than one half of the long. 19 The cardinality of a pulse is its number of time points per one time point of the span pulse; the cardinality of d k is always 1. In Figure 1 above, the e unit pulse has twelve time points per one time point of the w. span pulse, and so d 0 = 12 and d k = 1.
A faster-moving pulse d n and a slower-moving d n+1 are adjacent pulses. A minimal meter is a binary relation of adjacent pulses, where the cardinality of the faster-moving pulse d n = 2a + 3b, and the cardinality of the slower-moving pulse d n+1 = a + b, such that both a and b are nonnegative integers. Represent minimal meter with the ordered pair (a, b). 20 Minimal meters of forms (a, 0) and (0, b) are the familiar duple and triple minimal meters, respectively, and can be abbreviated as D and T. When a and b > 0, minimal meter is nonisochronous.
In Figure 4 pulses 12 and 1 are not connected by an edge because they are not in minimal meter. There is no (a, b) that satisfies the pair of equations 12 = 2a + 3b and 1 = a + b. To find which d n+1 can be in minimal meter with d n , define D n+1 as the set of all slower-moving adjacent pulses to d n :
In a minimal meter, a slower-moving d n+1 can be any positive integer greater than or equal to the cardinality of the faster-moving pulse d n divided by 3 and rounded up to the nearest integer (ceiling function) and less than or equal to the cardinality of the faster-moving pulse d n divided by 2 and rounded down to the nearest integer (floor function). When faster-moving d 0 = 12, adjacent d 1 can be any integer value ≥ � 12 -3 � = �4� = 4 and ≤ � 12 -2 � = �6� = 6. Thus, when d 0 = 12, D 1 = {4, 5, 6}. Using edge connections between pulse nodes, Figure 5 shows how pulse 12 may be in minimal meter with pulses 4, 5, or 6, where edges are labeled with the (a, b) that satisfy each minimal meter.
Each member d n+1 of the set D n+1 of all adjacent pulses to a given d n will in turn have slower-moving adjacent pulses, except when D n+1 = {1}, and thus d n+1 = 1. Such a d n+1 of cardinality 1 is the span pulse, and so takes no further slower-moving pulses. Below, I calculate all adjacent pulses to adjacent pulses, and so on, recursively, for d 0 = 12. In each line (1-4), one specific d n+1 is chosen from each successive D n+1 . Define each unique set of pulses from the unit pulse d 0 through specific d n+1 to the span pulse 1 as a meter equivalence class [m] . These classes play the same role in my model that paths play in Cohn's model. Each of the four lines above constitutes a unique [m] . Line 1 is an [m] of pulses 12, 4, 2, and 1; line 2 is a [m] of 12, 5, 2, and 1; and so on. Figure 6 shows the four [m] graphically. Nodes are pulses and edges connect adjacent pulses. The numbers in paren- Figure 6 theses, (1) through (4), in the upper right-hand corners index the graphic [m] to the in-text calculations above.
There are two ways to represent a class [m] . Its pulse-cardinality representation is the ordered set [m] = (d 0 , d 1 , . . . , d k ). Its minimal-meter representation is the ordered set of those (a, b) that relate each successive pair of adjacent pulses d 0 :d 1 , d 1 :d 2 , . . . , d k−1 :d k in an [m] . A d 0 -graph is the set of all [m] generable per a given d 0 , where each [m] is a directed, connected, and complete path from d 0 to the span pulse. There are many ways to format a given graph; here I adopt the convention of placing slower pulses higher on the page than faster ones. Figure 7 visualizes a 12-graph. Cohn's ski hills for 2 m 3 n -spans will always be subgraphs to my 2 m 3 ngraphs. Figure 8 demonstrates how a 12-span ski hill is a subgraph to a 12-graph. The only difference in this case is that Cohn's graph lacks NI pulse 5 and its incident edges, which are grayed out in Figure 8 . For larger values of 2 m 3 n , there will be more differences.
Hemiola and hemiolic metric space
The various [m] of a d 0 -graph meter fixed unit and span pulses in different ways and so relate by hemiola. In a d 0 -graph, the degree of hemiola between any two [m] having the same number of pulses is the cardinality of their symmetric difference sets, equivalent to the minimal number of pulse substitutions required to transform one into the other. In a 12-graph, (12, 4, 2, 1) relates by one degree of hemiola to (12, 5, 2, 1) because pulse d 1 = 5 from the latter substitutes d 1 = 4 from the former (see Figure 9a ). By contrast, (12, 5, 2, 1) is two degrees of hemiola from (12, 6, 3, 1) because the latter substitutes both d 1 and d 2 (see Figure 9b) .
In a 12-graph, all [m] have the same number of pulses; they are all the same size. However, this will not always be the case, especially for d 0 -graphs where d 0 is a higher-power prime such as 2 4 = 16 or 3 3 = 27. When two [m] in a d 0 -graph differ in size, their degree of hemiola is the number of pulses in the smaller [m] that are not in the larger [m] . For example, a 16-graph has Table 1 Pulse-cardinality representation Minimal-meter representation 1 (12, 4, 2, 1) (T, D, D) 2 (12, 5, 2, 1) ((3, 2), (1, 1), D) 3 (12, 6, 2, 1) (D, T, D) 4 (12, 6, 3, 1) (D, D, T) Figure 10a ). 21 (16, 8, 4, 2, 1) and (16, 8, 3, 1) relate by one degree of hemiola because the smaller [m] (16, 8, 3, 1) has one pulse 3 that is not in the larger [m] (16, 8, 4, 2, 1) . (16, 8, 4, 2, 1) is two degrees of hemiola from (16, 7, 3, 1) because the latter, smaller [m] has two pulses 7 and 3 that are not in the former, larger [m] (see Figure 10b ). As with Cohn's ski-hill graphs, each [m] path in a d 0 -graph is mapped to a unique node in hemiolic metric space, where edges connect [m] related by a single degree of hemiola. The hemiolic degree relating nonadjacent [m] is the smallest number of edges connecting them. Figure 11 visualizes the metric space of a 12-graph. (12, 4, 2, 1), (12, 5, 2, 1), and (12, 6, 2, 1) are all equidistant by a single degree of hemiola, and (12, 6, 2, 1) is one degree from (12, 6, 3, 1). (12, 6, 3, 1) is a more remote two degrees of hemiola from both (12, 4, 2, 1) and (12, 5, 2, 1).
Ordered, unordered, and rotational class representations of minimal meter
Every minimal meter, for example, (3, 2), is realized as a unique unordered multiset of elements 2 and 3, in this case {22233}. This multiset is an equiva- 22 This meter equivalence class is (12, 5, 2, 1) in pulsecardinality representation.
lence class of ordered multisets. For example, {22233} can be realized in ten orderings, including both (33222) and (22323), as shown in part 1. The purpose of this section is to clarify how different levels of abstraction with regard to NI minimal meter order function in the model. Define an ordered representation of (a, b) as an ordered multiset of elements 2 and 3, where a and b are respective multiplicities of elements 2 and 3. These are written with curved brackets and no commas. When both a and b > 0, a minimal meter (a, b) has k = [(a + b)!]/a!b! different ordered representations. For example, the minimal meter (3, 2) of pulses 12 and 5 has ten ordered representations:
(22233) (22332) (23322) (33222) (32223) (22323) (23232) (32322) (23223) (32232) Duple (a, 0) and triple (0, b) minimal meters have only one ordered representation. They are isochronous, and order is moot.
Define a rotation class for a minimal meter (a, b) as the set of all those ordered multisets for the same (a, b) that are rotation equivalent. Represent a rotation class with one of its members enclosed in square brackets ([ ]), with no delimiting commas. By convention I represent rotation classes with the ordered-multiset class member that starts with the 3 followed by the longest unbroken string of 2s. If there are multiple candidates, I apply the rubric recursively. For example, the first five ordered multiset representations of (3, 2) above-(22233) through (32223) of the first line-belong to rotation class [32223] , and the second five-(22323) to (32232)-belong to [32232] . When a + b is odd, a minimal meter (a, b) has k odd = (a + b)!/[a!b!(a + b)] rotation classes; when a + b is even, it has k even = (a + b)!/[a!b!(a + b -1)].
Here I elaborate how ordered, rotation class, and unordered minimal meters relate to meter equivalence classes [m] . Recall that a minimal-meter representation of [m] = ((a, b) d 0 :d 1 , (a, b) d 1 :d 2 , . . . , (a, b) d k−1 :d k ), the ordered set of those minimal meters (a, b) that relate each successive pair of adjacent pulses d 0 :d 1 , d 1 :d 2 , . . . , d k−1 :d k in a given [m] . Define minimal meter specification as replacing one or more unordered representations of minimal meter (a, b) of a given [m] with rotation class or ordered representations. [m] that have been specified-written [m] S to distinguish from the most generalized class [m]-may be specified entirely with ordered multisets, entirely with rotation classes, or with some mixture of the two. In general, the greater the degree of specification, the fewer the number of members in the resulting equivalence class [m] S . Any [m] S specified entirely with ordered sets will contain only one member, a totally ordered meter m. Less specified [m] S will contain various nonidentical totally ordered m members.
Consider several specifications of the 12-span [m] = ((3, 2), (1, 1), D). 22 First, specify (3, 2) with one of its rotation classes For a last example, specify [m] = ((3, 2), (1, 1), D) entirely with ordered multisets: (3, 2) with (33222) and (1, 1) with (23). Such an [m] S has only one member, m = ((33222), (23), D), the meter activated by Baden's part in the verse of "Canto de Xangô."
Finally, define a rotation class d 0 -multigraph as the set of all [m] S specified entirely with rotation classes. Skeins, or bundles of edges, connect pulse nodes that have multiple rotation class representations of (a, b). Figure 12 visualizes a rotation class 12-multigraph. Whereas Figure 6 documented four directed, connected, and complete paths from unit 12 to span 1, Figure 12 adds a fifth. Two of the [m] S - ([32232] , [32] , [2] ) and ([32223] , [32] , [2])pass through pulse 5 because the minimal meter (3, 2) of 12 and 5 has two rotation class representations, [32232] and [32223] . 23 Similarly, define an ordered-multiset d 0 -multigraph as the set of all m per a given d 0 . Skeins connect those nodes having multiple ordered representations of (a, b). Figure 13 visualizes the ordered-multiset 12-multigraph, which has twenty-three possible m from unit to span. For example, totally ordered m = ((32232), (23), (2)) rises up from 12 to 5 to 2 via the leftmost edges. The visualization of any specified meter equivalence class [m] S will be a subgraph of an ordered-multiset d 0 -multigraph.
Part 3
Here I present a short analysis of metric and harmonic space in the opening of Baden's 1963 recording of "Sorongaio" from his third solo album, Baden Powell à vontade. The performance, accompanied here only by percussion, is based on a theme composed by Pedro dos Santos (1919-93) , also known as Pedro do Sorongo. Pedro is the percussionist for this performance, perform-ing an ostinato pattern on a set of five tom-tom drums that he invented. Both the drum set and the ostinato pattern inherit Pedro's nickname: they are each referred to as the sorongo.
Baden opens the performance with an unaccompanied, rubato presentation of Pedro's theme, a sentence in four equal segments that, in a conventional 2/4 transcription, has a total duration of sixteen bars. Pedro enters at 0:21, establishing the tempo and his ostinato, which he will repeat strictly throughout the recording. At 0:26 Baden plays an eight-bar interlude original to his arrangement of "Sorongaio," an important fact in the coming analysis. At 0:40 Baden plays two repetitions of the sixteen-bar theme. Baden then returns to his interlude at 1:24, further developing it in various harmonic and metric ways across thirty-two recursively structured bars. Finally, around 2:00 Baden begins his three-minute improvisation, which will fade out to end the recording.
Pedro's sorongo, introduced at 0:21 and transcribed as Example 6, suggests the totally ordered 16-span meter m = ((333322), D, T), or (16, 6, 3, 1)
Figure 12
in pulse-cardinality representation. Changes in tom pitch suggest the first five time points of NI e. e. e. e. e e pulse 6; here I invoke a preference to hear the final 4-span as bisected (see Cohn 2016: par. 5.1) . Hearing the descending tom pitches in pairs suggests NI q. q. q pulse 3, and each cycle of 24 I am referring to Harrison's (1994: 73-83 ) "rhetorical devices of tonic," which include tonic function ends a composition, tonic begins compositional sections, harmonic stasis and immobility attract tonic status, and thematic exposition is heard in tonic context.
25 His interpretation of that theme here, as regards rhythm and harmony, is identical to those of the two other recordings of the tune with which I am familiar. Regional do Canhoto recorded "Sorongaio" on their 1960 album É Choro, É Samba, É Maxixe, É Sorongo. Their interpretation alter-nates between repetitions of the theme and eight to ten unaccompanied ostinato cycles. Guitarist Sebastião Tapajós (b. 1943) recorded "Sorongaio" with Pedro and an uncredited flutist almost ten years after Baden in 1972, taking a much faster tempo and alternating between the theme and ostinato cycles only.
26 Strictly speaking, the melody, considered alone, could not decide between G-major, E harmonic minor, or C-major collections. Tones found in the supporting chords complete the collection. the ostinato suggests the w span pulse. Because Pedro's ostinato continues unchanged throughout the recording, its meter attracts rhetorical tonic status, 24 affording the listener a fixed point of reference to interpret Baden's hemiolic play.
Example 7 transcribes Baden's version of the sixteen-bar theme beginning from 0:40. 25 The statement and restatement support various NI meters. This multistability owes primarily to the question of how to metrically interpret the strongly accented anticipations across mm. 2-3 and 6-7. The simplest solution is to hear each two-bar span as reinforcing the (16, 6, 3, 1) ostinato meter and thus each four-bar segment as (32, 12, 6, 2, 1) . This is intuitively satisfying because the melody essentially maps the descending tom pitches of the ostinato into a gapped C-major scale. 26 Hearing the melody iambically in terms of the descending pitches of the ostinato suggests NI e. e. e. e. e e pulse 6 across each two-bar span, and thus 12 across each four-bar span. The terminal chords of mm. 2 and 6 then are syncopated anticipations of the ostinato cycle downbeat. Harmonic change suggests NI q. q. q pulse 6, and cycles of the underlying ostinato continue to suggest the w pulse 2.
The complicating anticipations across mm. 2-3 and 6-7 come about in the melody's urge to continue the e. pulse beyond the terminal bar line, extending a process that Cohn (2016) refers to as 3-generation. In statement and restatement, this urge is restrained early on, allowing the ostinato's meter to prevail in our minds and bodies. In the first half of the continuation, however, the desire is let loose, and the melody 3-generates across mm. 9-11 into m. 12. Such an extended 3-generation makes hearing Baden's part in terms of the ostinato's meter much more difficult. The first four bars of the continuation (mm. 9-12) more readily suggest a different 32-span meter, (32, 12, 6, 3, 1) . The smallest IOI again suggests the x unit pulse 32, and the phrase length of the first half of the continuation suggests the four-bar span pulse. An iambic interpretation of the melody up to m. 12 suggests the first eight time points of pulse 12, whereupon, in the absence of further iambs, a preference to subjectively meter the unit pulse with eighth notes suggests the final four time points of pulse 12. Slower-moving pulses are less determined. While harmony can suggest various NI pulses, the roughly isochronous 27 See Cohn's (2012) elaboration of departure-return scripts in music. The idea to map a three-termed dualism in metric space onto that of functional harmonic space is ultimately Lewin's (1981) . Cohn (2001, forthcoming) and Murphy (2007) have both developed the idea. descending diatonic thirds in the melody from B5 to A4 induce pulse 6, and the resulting descending perfect fifths B5-E5-A4 induce pulse 3.
The last four bars (mm. 13-16) of the continuation return to the meter of the ostinato (32, 12, 6, 2, 1), only this time pulse 12 is suggested by a trochaic interpretation of the melody. The flip from iambic to trochaic is accomplished in a few mutually reinforcing ways. First, Pedro's ostinato organizes Baden's onsets in mm. 13-14 trochaically. Second, a trochaic interpretation hears the first onset of m. 13 as relatively accented to the second. Three other cues support this accent: the textural change from a single-line anacrustic arpeggio (end of m. 12) to a full accented chord played with a resonant open bass string; the harmonic change from an A-minor triad in m. 12 to a D minorseventh chord in m. 13; and the upper melodic inflection point G5. Figure 14 is a sparse graph of 32-span metric space, hiding all but the two active meters. The meter (32, 12, 6, 2, 1) of the statement (S), restatement (RS), and second half of the continuation (C2) is one degree of hemiola (connected by a single edge) from the meter (32, 12, 6, 3, 1) of the first half of the continuation (C1). In metric space, the theme moves (shown by the dashed arrows) from S/RS away to C1 before resolving back to C2 = S/RS. The theme's movement through metric space approximately corresponds to its movement through harmonic space. Figure 14 shows this using semitransparent gray overlays labeled "tonic" and "dominant." S and RS begin with tonic; the end of RS on ii initiates a departure; C1 emphasizes the dominant, prolonging the departure; and C2 returns to tonic in an authentic cadence. 27 The interlude that Baden composed into Pedro's tune, transcribed as Example 8, expands the isomorphism of metric and harmonic space in a very Figure 14 specific way on the other, subdominant side of tonic. The interlude, which begins at 0:26, consists of four presentations of a two-bar oscillation of a C-major triad and an F seventh chord. 28 The first, third, and fourth are essentially identical notwithstanding a possible note flub in the fourth, while the second is different. Depending on the level of analytic zoom, the interlude will suggest either two totally ordered m or a single [m] . Example 8 presents a metric interpretation of each variation. Measures 1-2, 5-6, and 7-8 suggest the totally ordered m A = ((2232223), (322), T). The x unit pulse 16 is implied by the difference between IOIs of 2 and 3. Onsets suggest the first six time points of NI e e e. e e e e. pulse 7, and the e duration established by F3, C4, and E ♭ 4 across mm. 1-2 projects the expected location of the seventh time point. Harmonic change suggests NI pulse 3, where the third time point coinciding with E ♭ 4 is assumed such that the meter can be well formed in the model. 29 Finally, cycles of the oscillation suggest the w span pulse. By contrast, mm. 3-4 suggest m B = ((2233222), (322), T). The smallest IOI between the C4 and E ♭ 4 in m. 4 suggests the x unit pulse. An iambic interpretation of onsets suggests the first five time points of NI e e e. e. e e e pulse 7, and Pedro's bisected 4-span suggests the last two. Harmonic change once again suggests NI pulse 3, and the cycle length suggests the w span pulse.
Baden establishes m A , moves away to contrasting m B , and then returns to m A . Where changes in traditional parameters such as harmony and motive are trivial, Baden nevertheless gives a familiar departure-return shape to the eight-bar interlude using changes in minimal meter order. Doing so, he also can mirror in the interlude the theme's departure-return script.
Zooming out, Baden's interlude may be characterized by its sameness rather than its internal differences. Both m A and m B are members of the meter equivalence class [m] = (16, 7, 3, 1), and so, more abstractly, the interlude prolongs only this one 16-span meter. This analysis will allow for a comparison of the meter of the interlude with the meters of the theme and ostinato. To make the comparison, I will need to add the four-bar pulse to the interlude's meter. In a 32-span, (16, 7, 3, 1) cycles twice, meaning that each constituent pulse will have twice as many time points. 16-span (16, 7, 3, 1) interpreted in a 32-span is (32, 14, 6, 2, 1). Figure 15 extends Figure 14 to include the interlude. The meter of the interlude (Int) is one degree of hemiola from the meter of the ostinato (O), statement (S), restatement (RS), and second half of the continuation (C2), which is in turn one degree of hemiola from the first half of the continuation (C1); Int and C1 meters are separated by two degrees of hemiola. As before, semitransparent overlays associate harmonic space with metric space, and dashed arrows show Baden's diachronic movement through metric space. Baden begins at 0:26 with the interlude on the subdominant side of C major, emphasizing F, the one C-major pitch not composed into the theme's melody. With the beginning of the sentence at 0:40, he moves one degree of hemiola to the ostinato's rhetorical tonic meter and simultaneously to the logical harmonic tonic. Prolonging V7, the continuation phrase takes us to the right side of this sparse metric space, and the cadential phrase returns both meter and harmony back to the tonic middle term. Baden later swings back to the left side, revisiting and further developing his interlude at 1:24. Thirty-two bars later Baden cadences to C major and begins his extended solo.
The short analysis of "Sorongaio" serves various ends. First, it meets a pedagogical goal to demonstrate to the reader how the model can be employed in musical analysis. Second, it suggests how hemiola can be a criti- 
